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The government response to Covid 19 has been atrocious. The whole second wave is due to their failings,
yet they repeatedly and still do blame it on us Victorians for “not doing the right thing” by following their
questionable rulings and restrictions when they won’t provide the scientific evidence behind those
rulings/restrictions. Victoria should of opened back up months ago. We are now on the same rate as NSW,
yet they are fully open, no km limit etc. Making Victoria a recluse state is destroying everything, from
people’s mental health, financial security, jobs security, literally everything. The government keep lying to
us (as proven in the hotel quarantine enquiry) and refuse to listen to their constituents, WHICH IS THEIR
JOB. If this was any other workplace they would not be eligible for the job anymore and would be fired. We
have immune systems, they’re there for a reason. Let us look after our bodies the way we know we can and
have before, through nutritious food, exercise, sun exposure, proper sleep, vitamins etc. Which by the way
has never been promoted or even talked about by the government since Covid 19 started. Instead they’ve
been censoring anyone who talks about an alternative method other then drugs to get through it. The
government has fully lost my respect and trust and no doubt fully lost the respect and trust from my fellow
Victorians. They are continuously shooting themselves in the foot everytime they go against the numerous
doctors, scientists, specialist, qualified people that have opposed their way of things. Something needs to be
done to stop this tyranny power hungry government. Human rights are being effected here.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Sack Dan Andrews and bring in an independent MP, the labor party are all in Dan Andrews pocket as
proven in the last two parliamentary sittings. Some that can think for themselves, admit wrong doings and
fix them, and can listen to differing opinions without getting offended would be such a breath of fresh air!
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